Mustang airbag

Every time you start your Ford Mustang, the computer system runs a self diagnostic check on
all major systems. If any of these checks fail, you will see a diagnostic warning light on the dash
for the corresponding system. Depending on the model year and what country you happen to be
in, you may get something along the lines of SRS, a picture of a person with the airbag
deployed, or the word airbag. All of these should be treated as the airbag light. If it comes on for
a few seconds as the vehicle starts, that is completely normal and part of the diagnostic cycle. It
works in tandem with the system to protect you in the event of an accident. If all parts of this
system are not working properly, it can cause the airbag light to come on. It will not work until
repaired. Safety belts are still the most important safety feature in the event your Mustang
crashes. Modern vehicles have sensors running to them to let the computer system know if they
are buckled, and if they are locked up. If you have a seat belt that is stuck in the lock position, it
might be the reason why your airbag light is on. See if you can tug at it and get it moving again.
The seat sensors tell the airbag system that the seat is occupied. Some older model vehicles
have a manual button to turn the passenger airbag on or off. Look under the seats to see if you
can find any part of the wiring harness that has come dislodged or damaged. This is a very
common reason why the airbag light comes on. The airbag system control unit may have gone
bad. If this is the case, you can have it replaced or send for a new one. One or more of the crash
sensors may have been triggered, but not enough to deploy the airbag. The airbag sensors can
also fail and throw the airbag light on if there is water damage. This is one of the reasons why it
is not wise to buy a car with flood damage, even if it looks like it is otherwise fine. If your
vehicles airbag has gone off and been replaced, the airbag system needs reset. It is not as safe
to drive with the airbag light on. The airbag system has saved countless lives since its
invention. All of the technology that keeps you from crashing is still there if equipped , such as
the traction control, anti-lock brake system, and blind spot detection. There can be a lot of
different reasons why the airbag light may have come on. Most of them should be left to a
professional. Just because the vehicle can be driven, does not mean that the problem should be
ignored. If there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good
luck! Seat Belts Safety belts are still the most important safety feature in the event your
Mustang crashes. Seat Sensors The seat sensors tell the airbag system that the seat is
occupied. Not Reset After Deployment If your vehicles airbag has gone off and been replaced,
the airbag system needs reset. Ford Mustang owners have reported 1, problems related to air
bag under the air bag category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Mustang based on all problems reported
for the Mustang. I was in an accident two different times in a Mustang and the most of my injury
was to my left leg from the air bag. I am still limping from it. It caused massive bruises and a
fracture to more than one area of my left leg. On the driver side. Both accidents was on a city
street. Going 35 miles an hour. See all problems of the Ford Mustang. Tl-the contct owns a Ford
Mustang. The contact stated while driving about 50 mph onto a ramp another vehicle swerved
into in her lane and hit the front driver side of the vehicle. The contact stated she lost control of
the vehicle and hit the ramp. The contact stated the driver side door air bag deployed. However,
no other air bags deployed the contact stated their were four other people in the vehicle. The
contact stated her neck was factured and she was bruised badly. The other people in the vehicle
did not have any injuires. The police came to the scene and a report was taken. The contact had
the vehicle towed to an towing lot and was deemed an total loss. The manufacturer was not
notified of the failure. The failure mileage 76, I got into a wreck with a vehicle that past a stop
sign hitting me at mph. The airbag in the drivers seat exploded immediately. I had my Mustang
service in galveston Ford dealership for my airbags within a year. Luckily I pushed my seat back
to avoid major injuries to my face. Consumer writes in regards to airbag safety recall. The
consumer stated he continuously received airbag recall notices. The dealer was contacted and
informed the consumer to disregard the notices, as the recall did not include this vehicle.
Airbag recall. I was making a normal order delivery drop off going off my gps I came to a narrow
road where no signs of a dip ahead. Came to a dip ahead that you couldn't tell it was a dip and I
wasn't going no more than 11 to13 miles when I was coming over it and my airbags busted out
of my sterring wheel hitting my hand and my arm leaving burn marks. I couldn't stay on the road
so I waited 30 mins before I drove slowly back to my house cause then my tire started going
low. Daughter was driving north on wilma rudolph blvd at mph in clarksville, tennessee and
attempted to slow down when brakes did not apply. She attempted to go around the vehicle in
front of her direction of travel and rear-ended the vehicle on the right front passenger quadrant.
Upon rear-ending the vehicle, she hit her head on the steering wheel then a split second later as
her head was returning to the upright position the airbag deployed. The air bag deployed "after"
and "late". This airbag was part of a Ford recall and had been replaced at our local dealership.
Additionally, the vehicle had the brake system serviced in December of and we had informed

the dealership of brake system feeling "spongy". The dealership could not find any issues with
the system. We do not own this car. It was sold out-of-state 1. Sorry, though Ford should know
we do not have possession or know where car is. Air bag recall and iam having a code for
electronic throttle body control issues that should be a recall from what I heard but my local
Ford dealer said it wasnt. Ten minutes prior to air bags deploying I complained to my two
passengers that my eyes were burning. I was stopped in traffic, with my foot on brake in center
lane in city traffic, when I hear a loud bang and instantly both airbags on driver and passenger
side deployed. The noise and force startled me taking my foot of brake and rolling forward. The
air bags blew both my passenger and my glasses into the back seat of car. The passenger bag
was smoking badly and I quickly put down both windows and I pulled off street into shopping
center parking lot. The car in front of me whom I rolled into pulled over as well. We checked
both the front of my car and rear bumper of her car and because no visible damage. I took a
picture of her bumper and license plate to show no damage. My passenger in front seat was
bruised from airbag as for myself and the other passenger we were shaken by the experience.
Ford has failed to contact me regarding faulty airbags. I discovered this issue from the state
farm ins website. I don't own this vehicle anymore. Can the recall notices stop. You have only
been sending them for years. I don't only the vehicle anymore. Therefore I can not do anything
about recall notice except throw it out. Send it to the new owner. Tl-takata recall. The contact
owns a Ford Mustang the cdntact received notification of a NHTSA recall number: 19v air bags
however, the parts to do the repair were unavailable. The contact stated that the manufacturer
exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The unknown Ford dealer was
contacted and confirmed that the parts were not available for recall remedy. The manufacturer
was made aware of the issue and were not able to confirm when the parts were to become
available. The contact had not experienced failure. The VIN tool confirmed the parts are not
available at this time. I was like I was dreaming when after I was woke up in the hospital and
there was a lot of time missing you know I can remember at the every little thing I was missing a
lot of time before we went out and the wreck you know right after a couple of days of being
conscious and never should have wrecked you know and it just it just let nothing making no
sense and then it all come clear I was knocked out before the wreck an example of a how I don't
know why I don't know all I know is I was knocked out a couple of thousands of a second before
the red cuz I missed you too much of it. Tl takata recall. The contact owns a Ford Mustang. The
contact received notifications for NHTSA campaign numbers: 15v air bags and 19v air bags. An
unknown dealer was contacted and confirmed that the parts were not available for the recall
remedy. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue and was not able to confirm when the
parts were to become available. The contact had not experienced a failure. VIN tool confirms
parts not available. Tl- the contact owns a Ford Mustang. While driving at approximately 30 mph
on a highway, the traffic began to slow down when their vehicle was impacted on the rear, none
of the airbags deployed but the airbag and tire pressure light illuminated at the time. The
contact later sought medical care and was diagnosed with whiplash and multiple cervical
lumbar injuries. The caller contacted Ford and was provided with case number and than the
manufacturer advised her to call NHTSA. The failure mileage was Our client was a passenger in
subject vehicle and sustained injuries from airbag deployment that resulted in loss of his eye
after going to three separate hospitals. Tl-the contact owns a Ford Mustang. The contact stated
that while stopped at a traffic light without warning, the driver's side, passenger's side frontal
air bags along with the side curtain air bags deployed independently. There was injuries
sustained in the deployment due to the contact placing her hand before her face. Medical
attention was not sought. The vehicle was taken to nalley Ford sandy springs roswell rd,
atlanta, GA , to be repaired under NHTSA campaign number: 19v air bags however, the dealer
declined to repair the vehicle, stating that the air bags were already deployed. Additionally, the
vehicle had been repaired under recall campaign number: 15v air bags. The manufacturer was
contacted and informed of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , The contact stated
that while driving approximately 40 mph the driver lost control of the vehicle and crashed into a
traffic sign. During the crash the front driver seat airbag deployed but did not inflate. No injuries
were reported. A police report was taken at the scene. The vehicle was destroyed and towed
away. The cause of the failure was not determined. The failure mileage was 80, Takata recall:
Ford dealer in staten island does not have these parts. I was told there is a million people ahead
of me and will be notified when parts arrive. I was also told this is nothing to worry about. Tl the
contact owns a Ford Mustang. While driving approximately 60 mph and attempting to pass
another vehicle, the front driver's air bag deployed without warning. There were no injuries. The
dealer and manufacturer were not made aware of the failure. The vehicle was not diagnosed or
repaired. The failure mileage was approximately , Takata recall I took my Ford Mustang to
capital Ford, oleander dr, wilmington, nc, about 2 months ago for service. The service advisor

said they did not have air bags for passenger side recall and would order one and call to
schedule an appointment when it came it. I called the Ford dealer again yesterday about the
airbag and spoke with another person, a female in their service department. I asked about
scheduling the air bag replacement and she looked up my record of servie at their dealership.
Astonishingly, the airbag had never been ordered. The original service advisor clearly could
care a less if the bag blew up spewing shrapnel in my passengers faces, how grossly negligent.
The woman said they were out ot airbags and would have to order one and someone from the
department would call me back about it and another unrelated issue. Incredibly, no one has
called me back. It is clear this dealership is only interested in high dollar repairs taking up
appointment times and could care a less about the exploding air bag defective product they
sold because they can't charge for it. I think this negligence and continuous kicking the can
down the road is policy. The dealer has a monopoly and is the only Ford dealership in the city
so they can use that advantage to bully customers and refuse to repair deadly defects. I think an
investigation into this is warranted to see just how many other people are being given the "OH
we'll have to order it and call you back to schedule it" lie. This is clearly immoral and reflective
of the owner's greed and indecency. Since the original service advisor failed to order my
replacement airbag more types of cars have been added to the recall. It is plainly evident that
the omission by this company is an unfair and deceptive trade practice seriously detrimental to
the consumer acting reasonably under the circumstances. Battlefield Ford centreville rd,
manassas, va , was contacted and confirmed that the parts were not available for the recall
remedy. Parts distribution disconnect. I have been trying for three months to get my local Ford
dealership freedom Ford of morgantown to cooperate with me to get this safety recall done. It's
apparent they would rather make money instead of fixing recalls. My vehicle does not see rain
or snow. While my daughter was driving on a in town road she came upon construction, all
traffic was stopped because the 2 lanes were down to 1. As she was waiting for traffic to start
moving her boot got caught under seat lever thigh high boots flap got caught and it made her
foot slip from brake, she then bumped into the van in front of her, less then 5mph and both
which there was no passenger or anything on her seat airbags deployed destroying her colume.
Absolutely no front end damage, no damage to other vehicle, car still runs and seatbelts still
work. Having it checked for malfunctions. Had air bags replaced about 2 weeks ago and it
shows on the NHTSA website that bags still need to replaced,how long does it take before it
shows they were replaced?. Takata recall I have received numerous recall notices for this
vehicle, but I haven't owned or leased this vehicle for 5 years. I called Ford motor company to
request that they redirect the recall notice to the current owner but they said they were unable
to do so. Part of the excuse I was given was that Ford doesn't send out the notices, they
subcontract this to another entity. I don't know who the current owner is. I was the original
lessee of the vehicle when I was an employee of Ford motor company and this was part of the
management lease vehicle program. All registration of the vehicle was handled by them, for this
and all the other vehicles that I leased from them as part of this program. This vehicle was
returned to Ford at the end of the lease and they then dispositioned it, either through resale or
other result. I regret that I have to file a complaint against Ford motor company, as a former
employee who respects the company and its products, but my intent is to ensure that the
current owner of the vehicle is notified as soon as possible given the severity of the issue. Note:
the card that I received with notice of this recall says "don't press your luck! Takata recall. We
need a fix. We keep getting recall notices, when we call the dealers, the same answer every
time, we will call you when we get the parts. No returned calls. Our family has a Ford and chevy
that have been on the recall list for "4" years!?! I understand takata is to blame, but an
alternative fix should be made to take care of this problem!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Currie motors
Ford of frankfort w Lincoln hwy, frankfort, IL , was contacted and stated that they ordered the
part; however, the part had not been ordered. The contact scheduled an appointment with the
dealer twice online, but had not received a response to verify that the part was available. The
manufacturer was contacted to address part availability. Have attempted to get on the waiting
list to have air bag modules replaced, have been told "we never know when we will be getting
the needed parts, just keep calling us" this has been over a year now and no parts available.
The contact received a recall notification for NHTSA campaign number: 19v air bags and stated
that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time to repair the vehicle. Bethlehem
Ford w union blvd, bethlehem, PA confirmed that parts were not available to perform the recall
repair. The manufacturer was not notified. Takata recall air bags need to be replaced. I received
a letter saying I need my air bags replaced. I have had this recall fixed last Feb. Gary yeomans
Ford Lincoln n tomoka farms rd, daytona beach, FL , was contacted and confirmed that the
parts were not available for the recall remedy. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue.
Car Problems. Air Bag problem of the Ford Mustang 1. Air Bag problem of the Ford Mustang 2.

Air Bag problem of the Ford Mustang 3. Air Bag problem of the Ford Mustang 4. Air Bag
problem of the Ford Mustang 5. Air Bag problem of the Ford Mustang 6. Air Bag problem of the
Ford Mustang 7. Air Bag problem of the Ford Mustang 8. Air Bag problem of the Ford Mustang
9. Air Bag problem of the Ford Mustang Air Bag Not Deploy problems. Front Air Bag problems.
Air Bag Light On problems. Warning Light On problems. Front Air Bag Sensor Control
problems. Air Bag On-off Switch problems. Air Bag Knee Bolster problems. Ford Motor Co. Ford
said it is not aware of any accidents or injuries caused by this issue. This Bronco Sport recall
affects 1, vehicles in the U. More: Weather forces Ford to stop building popular Bronco Sport,
other models. More: Ford Bronco Sport scores with surprising off-road ability, striking looks.
Ford said that certain defective air bags had not been "purged" from "service stock" after the
new parts arrived. More: Ford F batteries going dead due to phantom battery drain. More: Ford
recalls more than K vehicles after backup cameras go dark. This recall involves 1, vehicles in
the U. It is possible that these obsolete Takata service parts were installed for repairs after
collision damage or theft," Ford said. While the Takata recall is not unique to Ford, repeating the
recall for an inability to keep track of faulty parts is not typical. More: Appeals court: Ford
committed fraud by selling defective Super Duty trucks. The Takata air bag recall has plagued
multiple automakers with deaths, injuries and high repair costs. But the whole system degrades
in high heat, sometimes triggering unexpected explosions. Defective air bags have been cited
by federal officials as the cause of death in accidents involving Rangers, including a death in
West Virginia and a death in South Carolina, according to Reuters. Contact Phoebe Wall
Howard: 3 or phoward freepress. Follow her on Twitter phoebesaid. Read more on Ford and
sign up for our autos newsletter. View Comments. We are here to save you hundreds of dollars
resetting your airbag control module and rebuilding your seat belts. Even after a minor accident
the airbag may not deploy but the seat belts will lock and airbag module will need to be reset
because of crash data and crash codes that are stored in the airbag module. MyAirbags will
reset your airbag control module back to its original manufacturer state clear of all codes, both
soft and hard codes. Typically, these codes will indicate that there is crash data stored, airbags
deployed, communication failure, a full memory, or other airbag, seat belt related issues.
Regardless of which issue these codes are indicating, they require to be sent to MyAirbags for
reset because of the crash history and hard codes that are stored in the airbag control module.
These codes and crash data will not clear with a diagnostic scanner. Below you will find
common airbag codes that can be stored in your airbag control module after your vehicle was in
an accident. No additional programming of the VIN is required. This is an alternative to
purchasing a new or used airbag system module that will need to be taken to the dealership to
have the new or used airbag control module programmed to your vehicle. Send your airbag
control module to MyAirbags and save time, money and not having to deal with a dealership for
your repair services! During an accident, seat belt retractors and tensioners are deployed and
will lock up by their gas charges, similarly to how airbags are deployed in a collision. After an
accident or collision, the seat belts will be locked or will no longer work properly. Your seat
belts will lock and will not work pull out or retract back in. MyAirbags can rebuild your seat belt
and will save you hundreds of dollars on each seat belt. MyAirbags is certified and uses all OEM
parts to rebuild seat belts. So, how do you know that your seat belts are malfunctioning or
damaged after a collision? A few common symptoms include:. Click here to start your order!
Ford SRS Airbag DTC Codes Even after a minor accident the airbag may not deploy but the seat
belts will lock and airbag module will need to be reset because of crash data and crash codes
that are stored in the airbag module. Seat Belt Repair During an accident, seat belt retractors
and tensioners are deployed and will lock up by their gas charges, similarly to how airbags are
deployed in a collision. A few common symptoms include: Locked seat belts Seat belts not
retracting Slow seat belts Seat belts that are tight Compressed seat belt buckles Airbag code:
pretensioner resistance too low Airbag code: pretensioner resistance too high Seat belts
making rattling noise Ready to Order? Our services are easy to use and will save you hundreds!
This could be a bad pretensioner, or a something as simple as a connector under the passenger
seat disconnected. Electronic Instrument Cluster. Refer to the appropriate section in Group for
the procedure. If your part number is not on this list, no worries we still reset it as long as your
vehicle is year and up. Previous Post Next Post. Passenger Pretensioner Circuit Resistance
High. Repair Continuous Codes â€” short in a wire â€” there is a short in abs wire â€” need to
look at all wires. B Driver safety belt buckle switch open circuit or short to battery. Lamp flash
code Ford Mustang owners have reported 53 problems related to air bag light on under the air
bag category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Mustang based on all problems reported for the
Mustang. I went to get a diagnostic in my car at the Ford dealership and they told me they had a
recall on the air bag I paid for the diagnostic and they did the recall on my car then time passed

and my air bag light came on and hasn't gone away ever since also I had my electrical power
rack and steering changed months later from the previous visit! I don't get it I do oil change on
time I change my brakes I keep my car well maintained and keeps getting worser! I almost had a
accident lost control of the car and spun out on the highway thank god I did not crash or
caused damages to the car it was a very scary experience I have ever had I could of died or
been hurt!. See all problems of the Ford Mustang. Air bag light is on. Air bag light will stay on
during hot days or if car has been left outside in heat during initial startup. Turning car off then
on sometimes corrects the issue. Car had 55k miles on it when it first started to happen. Seen
issue happening to many other Mustang owners online. Car has had the airbag light on and off.
Since it already had recall for it airbags, it seems like a faulty airbag system problem continues.
Light usually comes on when been driving for several miles and stayes on. Once I tunr the
ignition off, it resets it and turning the ignition on again, the light is gone, but will come back
after driving several miles but not always. Tl the contact owns a Ford Mustang. When the
vehicle was started, the air bag warning indicator illuminated. In March of , the vehicle was
included in an unknown recall regarding the passenger air bag. Hutch Ford s mayo trail,
paintsville, ky , stated that the contact would have to pay for diagnostic testing. The vehicle was
not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was , Takata
recall - I was at a stoplight during rush hour on a busy city street. The light turned green and
before I made it 10 feet the car in front of me slammed on his brakes. It shattered my iphone and
burned my left leg about 6 inches above my knee. Upon inspection of the front end of my car I
saw virtually no visible damage, only a 2cm paint chip and a very slightly bent license plate. My
car drives perfectly, there are no indicator lights except for the airbag light. This leads me to
believe that I am dealing with a faulty defective takata airbag. I also want to add that I already
had my passenger side airbag replaced due to a recall notice I received about 6 months ago.
When traveling at 65 miles a hour the airbag light, traction control lights and abs light came on
the vehicle also lost power steering. I was told that because the airbag light was on the airbags
would not function. Dealers report that rear driver hub driver side caused the issue. Dealer
refused to cover under warranty even though airbag system was still under warranty. When
vehicle sits in hot sun while parked not in operation the airbag light will stay on when car is
started. It stays on until car is driven for about 10 mins or so and the car is turned off and back
on. This only happens on hot sunny days. I was told it's a sensor in drivers seat and would be a
couple days. On this date I was told that it needs a harness for the driver seat airbag and that no
dealer has the part and Ford hasn't manufactured any. What am I supposed to do? I'm going to
make payments on a car I own but can't drive and I'm worried the rental will get pulled from me
when they find out how long it will take to fix my car. Big issue is there is not another Mustang
like it for sale anywhere!!. I purchased a car a month ago, right after I filled all paperwork out
and was to take delivery the airbag light went off. I am making payments and insurance on car
they gave me a part number of dr3z1hahc and carmax is telling me now the Ford dealer is giving
them a hard time. I have searched this part thru Ford and there isn't one. It's supposed to be a
drivers seat airbag harness that has sensors on it. What am I supposed to do as a consumer? I
want this car! I need this car! I'm paying for this car! After driving approximately 5 miles at
highway speed, several warning indicators illuminate, including advancetrak unavailable, the
abs indicator, traction control indicator, and air bag indicator. All of these systems become
unavailable. Takata recall - at the time I bought a brand new car. Then at 40, miles the airbag
light came on when I was driving. I had it checked and they said there was defective airbags that
needed to be replaced. Then later they had 2 safety airbags recalls. I refused to pay to have it
fixed as it's not my fault. It is Ford who built the car. They should have to fix it!!!! After we had
the first airbag recall replaced we started to experience the flicker 9f the airbag light. We
assumed this was due to the necessity of the passenger side airbag needing to be recalled. Our
service technician doesn't agree. They say the instrument cluster needs replacing. The only
information I can find on that is that all other gauges fail if the cluster needs replacing. That is
why I feel that the light is on directly because of the airbag recall. My passenger air bag lights
started coming on when on one was there. Then it started turning on the air bag light on the
dash. It didn't matter what was in the seat if anything the light would come on. I have been
sitting in the seat and one minute no light then the next light is on including on the dash.
Doesn't matter highway city or how far you drive. Takata recall- I took my vehicle to autonation
in memphis tennessee and they wanted to charge me just for diagnosing the vehicle. My airbag
light is on and I was thought that it was free of charge since there is a recall. Tl takata recall. The
contact owns a Ford Mustang. The contact received a recall notification for NHTSA campaign
number: 17v air bags and stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time to
repair the vehicle. Gallagher Ford , 30th st, elko, nv performed the recall repair on February 15, ;
however, they used a faulty component that caused the air bag warning indicator to illuminate.

The dealer had the vehicle ever since and was awaiting the parts to perform the recall repair.
The manufacturer was notified of the issue. The vehicle was not repaired. The contact had not
experienced a failure. Parts distribution disconnect. I took my Mustang to the columbus, ohio
dealership where I purchased the car for the driver's side airbag recall which evidently they
fixed. The next day my airbag light went on which it has never done before. I took it back to the
dealership. I did some research online and found out about the passenger side airbag was
under recall as well. I called the dealership back and the service person had no idea about that
recall code 17s I even gave him the code number. Now the dealership refuses to repair
supposedly because the part of the airbag that is broken is not covered on this recall. Takata
recall. While driving various speeds, the air bag warning indicator illuminated. The vehicle was
taken to the tasca Ford dealer on pontiac Ave in cranston ri. The contact was informed that the
part was on backorder and that he would be notified in one month when the parts become
available. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign numbers: 08v, 15v and 17v air
bags. The parts needed for the repair were not available. The contact stated that the
manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The manufacturer was
not made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 74, Parts distribution
disconnect and VIN tool confirms part not available. I took my car for a recall to autonation Ford
brooksville they replace the part and now the car has a airbag light on and they don't want to
replace the rcm module that apparently is bad now after they did the recall. The contact stated
that the manufacturer failed to repair the vehicle within a reasonable amount of time. The dealer
f eduke Ford Lincoln, vestal parkway e, vestal, new york was contacted and confirmed that parts
were not available to perform the recall repair. The manufacturer was notified. The contact
stated that the air bag warning indicator was illuminated, which was a safety concern. The
contact also received a letter from the manufacturer advising that parts were available. The
failure mileage was not available. The contact stated that the air bag warning indicator
illuminated, which was a safety concern. The contact called burdick Ford new york 49, central
square, NY , and was informed that the parts were not available until October. The manufacturer
was not contacted. VIN tool confirms parts not available. The contact stated that the air bag
indicator turned on and off. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 16v
air bags ; however, the parts to do the repair were unavailable. The contact called a local dealer
mountain view Ford Lincoln, e 20th st, chattanooga, TN , and was informed that the parts were
not available. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue and was not able to confirm when
the parts were to become available. The failure mileage was unknown. The contact stated that
the air bag warning indicator was illuminated. The contact called a local dealer rountree Ford,
business park dr, shreveport, la and was informed that the parts were not available. The failure
mileage was approximately , The contact stated that NHTSA campaign number: 16v air bags
exceeded a reasonable amount of time for repair. The air bag warning indicator illuminated. The
contact stated that the driver's side air bag was replaced by the dealer hemmit Ford dealer
carriage circle hemmit CA, phone ; however, the front passenger air bag was not replaced. The
dealer was not contacted. Steering wheel air bag light on and apparently no replacement bags
available. Takata recall my airbag light is on. I got a notice before the airbag light came on that it
was being recalled its been almost a year and they still have not contacted me about the recall
repairs as to when the parts was gonna be available for repair. Have to get my car inspected
next month and its not gonna pass inspection with the air bag light on. Come on Ford get
together!!!!! Airbag light came on and would not go off. Took it to dealership where they told me
the passenger side airbag module was faulty. I have had no accidents in this car to cause that to
be faulty and I feel as though this should be something the dealership should have to replace.
While driving approximately 50 mph, the air bag warning indicator was consistently illuminated.
The failure recurred each time the vehicle was driven. The contact received notification of
NHTSA campaign number: 15v air bags ; however, the part to do the repair was unavailable. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 65, Air bag
defect since new vehicle delivery. I took delivery of this vehicle about two weeks ago and
immediately left with it on vacation. When driving off the dealer lot I noticed that the air bag light
in the dash was on. But thought this to be normal as that is how the dealer delivered it to me
and that I am used to gm vehicles where the air bag light is on under proper conditions. They
then took the part out of a similar new car in stock and replaced mine. The problem was not
solved. I am now driving a loaner vehicle and being told that a clock spring is on order. The
contact stated that the passenger side air bag warning indicator illuminated. The contact
received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15v air bags ; however, the part to do the
repair was not available. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage
was approximately 54, The contact owned a Ford Mustang. While driving approximately 15 mph,
a thud sound was heard from the front end and the vehicle accelerated out of control. The

vehicle crashed into a tree. There were no warning indicators illuminated. The contact stated
that all the air bags deployed. A police report was filed. The contact sustained injuries that
required medical attention. The vehicle was totaled and towed to an impound. A week after the
failure, the contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15v air bags. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure and promised to investigate. The contact stated
that the investigation was not completed. The failure mileage was approximately 65, While
driving approximately 45 mph, the air bag light illuminated. The contact stated that the air bag
indicator illuminated intermittently and displayed that the passenger side air bag was
deactivated. Car Problems. Air Bag problems. Air Bag Not Deploy problems. Front Air Bag
problems. Warning Light On problems. Front Air Bag Sensor Control problems. Air Bag On-off
Switch problems. Air Bag Knee Bolster problems. Dorman Warranty - Click Here. Ford Mustang
- 95 - 96 - 97 - Upload a Photo. Restore your airbag system to its original performance on your
Mustang with an airbag clock spring from Dorman! Add to Wishlist Call to Order. What's in the
Box 1 Airbag Clock Spring. Details Product Description Airbag Clock Spring Restore your
airbag system to its original performance on your Mustang with an airbag clock spring from
Dorman! This system helps to protect the driver's safety by restoring the airbag system,
keeping the airbag warning light off and returning wheel mounted controls to proper operation!
This clock spring is a direct replacement for a perfect fit everytime. With secure direct fit
connectors that are pre-attached, there is no splicing necessary to help contribute to a plug and
play application! Customer Photos 0 Upload a Photo. Vehicle Applications Ford Mustang - 95 96 - 97 - Upload your own picture of the Mustang Airbag Clock Spring Please make sure to hold
your device horizontally like a camera rather than vertical like a phone. By uploading an image,
you agree to give LMR. You will receive :. We now source and supply front end parts for this
vehicle, Please contact us for more information. Our knowledge and experience in this industry
differentiates us from car dismantlers and other sellers on this site as we go that extra mile to
supply you quality Airbag components that exactly match your vehicle specification. Return
Standards: Our policies apply to all returns. You must contact us before sending your item back
for refund or replacement. Some problems may be easily fixed by communicating with us! We
understand the numerous options offered by the manufacturers; the various steering wheel
options 2,3,4 spoke, manual, multi function, colours, fittings, single or twin stage Do you? We
offer a 12 month guarantee with a five star service, we will exchange parts if they are ordered
incorrectly. Did you know we our warehouse is in Leicestershire, you can collect or we may be
able to drop off? This means that when purchasing a kit off eBay this integral part of the kit may
be worthless. We have unrivalled knowledge in clearing crash data and recondition more of
these units than any other company in Europe. Remember, we are the professional choice. If for
any reason a item needs to be returned to us for a refund please note we will not reimburse
shipping costs. If you need to cancel a order with us please contact us within 24 hours as the
order may be dispatched, If payment is not received within 48 hours a case for non payment will
be opened unless a cancellation has been requested
2006 chevy uplander fuel pump problems
dodge avenger transmission fluid
98 ford f150 manual
. My account 0 Items. Category: Airbag Kits. Description Additional information Description.
These parts are used items and may have minor marks. The price for this item is inclusive of
VAT. International shipping? Part Specifics? There may or may not be a difference in price
depending on spec or parts required. Please bare in mind all of our stock is live stock and
constantly changing. We also welcome enquiries from the public. Please contact us for details
about the guarantee. We offer worldwide shipping on all products, Please get in touch for a
shipping quotation. We offer a 12 month guarantee with a five star service, we will exchange
parts if they are ordered incorrectly Did you know we our warehouse is in Leicestershire, you
can collect or we may be able to drop off? If you have questions about this item, please contact
us for assistance. Thank you. Ship If for any reason a item needs to be returned to us for a
refund please note we will not reimburse shipping costs. Airbag Kit.

